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OVERVIEW

In this presentation we will discuss the the following
categories of witnesses:

• Hostile Witness

• Expert Witness

• Child Witness

• Female Witness

• Literate v. Illiterate Witnesses

• Chance Witness

• Demeanor of the Prosecutor



TYPES OF WITNESSES

• The prosecution must learn how to effectively
question different types of witnesses to obtain
testimonies that can lead to conviction, even
those who change their statements during trial.

• It is essential to research the background of the
witness to gather any relevant information and
be prepared during direct and cross-
examination.



HOSTILE WITNESS

• A hostile witness is one who becomes biased against the
party who called him/her for testimony.

• This usually happens because the witnesses are afraid
for their safety as they have to be in close proximity to
the accused in the courtroom.

• Other reasons for why witnesses turn hostile may include
logistical and financial costs incurred by them when they
have to travel back and forth for multiple Court hearings.



HOSTILE WITNESS

• It was held by the Supreme Court of Pakistan in
"Muhammad Boota and another v. The State (1984
SCMR 560)” that a witness who is unfavourable is not
necessarily hostile, for a hostile witness is one who from
the manner in which he gives his evidence, shows that
he is not desirous of telling the truth to the Court; that the
witness's answer to certain question is in direct conflict
with the evidence of other witnesses.

• Gulzar Mehmood Khan vs. Abdul Waheed (2016 CLC
848 Lah) ruled that the Court may allow for the cross-
examination of one’s own witness in order to ascertain
whether that witness is desirous to tell the truth - to
ascertain whether that witness has not turned hostile.



EVIDENTIARY VALUE OF STATEMENT OF 

HOSTILE WITNESS

• It is important to note that just because a witness is
giving answers which seem unfavourable to the case
of the party calling that witness, does not necessarily
mean that the witness has become hostile.

• Evidence of hostile witness remains admissible and
conviction can be based on such testimony but for
safe administration of criminal justice in such a case
adequate and necessary corroboration was need of
the hour without which no conviction could be
recorded against an accused.



EVIDENTIARY VALUE OF STATEMENT OF 

HOSTILE WITNESS

In Ayub vs. Munsif and another (2015 PCrLJ 369 Peshawar),

the Court discussed that just because a witness turns hostile that

does not mean that the entire testimony will be discarded. The

relevant extract from the judgment is mentioned below:



HOSTILE WITNESS

Following are some guidelines while dealing

with hostile witnesses:

• Employ effective sternness

• Hostility should be made known at the earliest

• Lead the witness as soon as possible

• Questions should be wide and concerning

related matters



EXPERT WITNESS

• An expert witness is a witness qualified by knowledge, skill,
experience, training, or education to provide a scientific,
technical, or other specialized opinion about the evidence or a
fact in issue.

• The following factors should be considered when examining
expert witnesses:

1. Establish the witness as an expert witness

2. Do your own research

3. Address any credibility issues up front

4. Use simple language and examples to explain technical
terms

5. Summarize the opinion at the end of the expert’s
testimony



EXPERT WITNESS

1. Establish the witness as an expert witness

• Firstly, it is important for a prosecutor to establish
the credentials and qualifications of an expert
witness if he/she wants the court to rely on the
expert’s evidence.

• In the case of cross-examining the expert witness of
the accused, the prosecutor must challenge their
expertise and motion towards discrediting the
testimony.



EXPERT WITNESS

2. Do your own research

• During cross-examination, it is necessary for the
prosecutor to have enough knowledge on the subject
area to know whether the expert is sharing a technical
opinion or a personal opinion. Since the Court requires
technical expertise the personal opinion of an expert may
be of little evidentiary value.

• When cross-examining an expert witness, it may be
helpful for the prosecutor to seek the assistance of an
independent expert in the subject at hand, to gain
knowledge and allow for a more insightful and informed
cross-examination.



EXPERT WITNESS

3. Address any credibility issues up front

• Addressing any credibility issues at the onset of direct 

examination can beneficial for the prosecutor’s case.

• Questioning the expert on any perceived weaknesses 

will prevent the opposing counsel from appearing to have 

“caught” a lie or misrepresentation by the expert.

• It will also show how honest the expert is, which may 

boost his/her credibility in the eyes of the court.



EXPERT WITNESS

4. Use simple language and examples to explain 
technical terms

• It could be helpful for the prosecutor to break down the
testimony in simpler language in order to be understood
by the judge.

Take a look at the example on the next slide and see 
how the lawyer has tried to simplify the expert’s 
testimony.





ACTIVITY

For this part kindly refer to to Activity 3.2 in the 

Module.



CHILD WITNESS

• The question of ‘who may testify’ has been addressed in Article 3
of the QS, 1984.

• Article 3 does not prescribe any age limit to be a legally
competent witness, a child can also testify in Court.

• The following guidelines should be kept in mind when examining
child witnesses:

1. Establish trust with child witness

2. Use simple language

3. Be fair and considerate during questioning

4. Decide if cross-examining child witness is essential to case

5. Child’s imagination



CHILD WITNESSHILD WITNESS

1. Establish trust with child witness

• The prosecutor should establish trust and rapport

with a child witness so that the child becomes

comfortable to answer questions.

• A good way to start the direct examination is to ask

open-ended questions about their everyday life - this

can help the child in overcoming his or her shyness.



CHILD WITNESS

2. Use simple language

• Questions must be phrased in a language that the

child can understand easily. Using legal jargon and

big words should be avoided.

3. Be fare and considerate during questioning

• The prosecutor should not come across as if he/she

is misleading the child into making erroneous

statements, i.e., taking undue advantage of the child’s

lack of understanding at the aimed consequences.



CHILD WITNESSHILD WITNESS

4. Decide if cross examining child witness is esstential to case

• In deciding whether to cross-examine the opposing counsel’s child

witness a prosecutor should ask several questions:

Has the witness hurt my case?

Is the witness important? Was the witness's testimony

credible?

Did the witness give less than expected on direct

examination?

What are my realistic expectations on cross-

examination?

What risks must I take?

• These questions may help analyse the importance of the child witness

and determine whether or not a cross-examination is required.



CHILD WITNESSHILD WITNESS

5. Child’s Imagination

• Another element that prosecutors should be
aware of is the tendency of the child witness to
create facts based on imagination, suggestions
or other influences

• During a cross-examination the prosecutor can
defeat such witnesses by encouraging them to
elaborate their imagination, eliminating the
credibility or believability of their statements.



CHILD WITNESS

Case Law:

Raja Khuram Ali Khan vs Tayyaba Bibi (2020 PLD 146 SC)

• The court ruled that fulfilling the threshold required by Article 3 of

QSO, 1984, for a child witness is referred to as passing the

“rationality test.” This threshold is to be satisfied throughout the

testimony of the child witness.

• If at any point the Judge observes a hindrance or reluctance in the

narration of events, the evidence should be stopped and remedial

measures must be taken to ease the stress and anxiety of the child

witness, and if required the case can be adjourned to another date.



FEMALE WITNESS

• Being courteous and fair towards all witnesses, including

females, is a rule that all prosecutors should follow.

• Although some of the existing traditional perceptions of

women, might elicit viewing them as more vulnerable,

the evidentiary value of the testimony doesn't depend on

the gender of the witness.

• The rules of cross-examination apply equally to men and

women.



FEMALE WITNESSEMALE WITNESS

• In the case of Zainab Bibi vs. Muhammad Ashraf,

the court did not admit the testimony of a female

prosecution witness due to inconsistences,

discrepancies and deficiencies in the ocular

account.

• The court stated that, “Prosecution has also failed to

establish any reliable independent corroborative

evidence in the shape of medical evidence to

support the alleged circumstantial evidence.



FEMALE WITNESS

• Parda-Nashin Lady – Parda-Nashin women may be

excused from personally appearing in the court if that

would cause them inconvenience, even though there

is no clear provision in Cr.P.C. 1898 exempting them

from appearance in a criminal court, as of right.



LITERATE V. ILLITERATE WITNESSES 

• It is not unusual that illiterate witnesses or those who
are not accustomed to the ways of the Court get
confused and create discrepancies under cross-
examination.

• In the case of Muhammad Rafiq alias Titai v. The
State, the Court maintained that "We regret we
cannot accept this argument for the reason that, in
the first place, it is too much to expect that an
illiterate or semi-literate witness would be able to
indicate the distance in question with scientific
exactitude.”



CHANCE WITNESS

• Chance witness is one who should not normally

be where and when he professed to have been.

• The testimony of a chance witness may be relied

upon if convincing explanations for his presence

at the crime scene are put to the court;

otherwise, the testimony falls within the category

of suspect evidence and cannot be accepted.



EXERCISE: CHANCE WITNESS

• What type of questions are to be asked to

chance witness to proof his presence at place of

incident?



EXERCISE: CHANCE WITNESS

• What is your profession?

• What was the purpose of your visit to place A?

• What was your exact destination to reach?

• What was nature of job/work?

• Who was the man you want to see and meet?

• When did you reach there?

• Who was accompanied with you?

• How did you reach there?

• What is your mobile phone number?



CHANCE WITNESS

• In the case of Ibrar Hussain and another vs. The State,

the Supreme Court held that the solitary statement of a

chance witness, may not be relied on without potential risk

of error as the circumstances cumulatively suggest a

scenario other than what meets the eye.

• Even though Courts are cautious in accepting the testimony

of chance witnesses and that too without corroboration, but

chances do occur in life and more often in frequented

public places like bus stands, railway platforms etc.

• The presence of a witness at such public places “would

considerably detract from the prejudice usually attached to

the testimony of a witness casually appearing at the scene

which of course has to be subjected to the well-settled tests

of credibility.



DEMEANOR OF THE PROSECUTOR

The prosecutor must be mindful of his/her own demeanor in
order to successfully examine witnesses and the accused
and deliver the arguments effectively.

Guidelines for the prosecutor:

1. Composure and Patience

2. Knowledge of Accused/Witness

3. Psychology of the Guilty

4. Build up the Case for the Judge

5. Restating important information



DEMEANOR OF THE PROSECUTOR

1. Composure and Patience

• Any kind of emotion should not be reflected, be it

excitement, anger, fear or disgust.

• As an officer of the court, it is essential to make sure that

you are in charge or have the power to lead the

conversation and this can only be done if the examiner

remains calm throughout the exchange.



DEMEANOR OF THE PROSECUTOR

2. Knowledge of Accused/Witness

• Before examining the witness or the accused,

the prosecutor must study the

witness/accused to analyse and anticipate

any questions or changes in attitudes in order

to alter the line of questions accordingly. For

example, if a witness has a habit of lying, this

fact can be used towards impeachment.



DEMEANOR OF THE PROSECUTOR

3. Pschology of the Guilt

• The prosecutor must know how to smartly

deal with the accused, if the goal is to gain a

confession. Confessions are rare, and near to

impossible without patience. The examiner

must exhibit calmness in order to expect the

accused to confess, and not mercilessly

expect a confession without any hesitation.



DEMEANOR OF THE PROSECUTOR

4. Build up the Case for the Judge

• The prosecutor must also build up the case for 
the judge as if he was new to the file. 

• It is essential to keep in mind that even the 
simplest information may be as important as 
others, and just because you have prepared well 
and read into them multiple times doesn’t mean 
it should not be highlighted or mentioned.



DEMEANOR OF THE PROSECUTOR

5. Restating Important Information

• Stressing on and restating important information through

questioning of witnesses may be favourable to your case.

• However, the prosecutor must intelligently do so, without

wasting the time of the court and smartly reiterating the

elements that make the prosecution’s stance stronger.

• It is to be kept in mind not to repeat for the sake of doing

so, and to be mindful not be irritating or offensive in the

process.



THANK YOU !


